Previous psychophysical studies (e.g., Smith & Ledgeway, 1997) have provided evidence that under some conditions, the detection of a particular class of stimuli (contrast-modulated static noise) widely employed to study second-order motion processing may be inadvertently based on encoding local imbalances in luminance motion energy. In particular when static noise composed of relatively large noise elements is used, direction-identification performance at threshold may actually be mediated by the same mechanisms that respond to first-order motion, due to the presence of persistent spatial clusters of noise elements of the same polarity. However, Benton and Johnston (1997) modeled the responses of conventional motion-energy detectors to contrast-modulated static noise patterns and found no evidence of any systematic directional biases in such stimuli when the mean opponent motion energy was used to quantify performance. In the present paper we sought to resolve this discrepancy and show that the precise manner in which computational models are implemented is crucial in determining their response to contrast-modulated, second-order motion patterns. In particular we demonstrate that by considering the information encapsulated by the peak (rather than the mean) opponent motion energy and the predominantly local nature of imbalances in motion energy that can arise in contrast-modulated static noise, it is possible to readily model the patterns of empirical results found.
Introduction
It is well established that the visual system is adept at encoding movement conveyed by a diverse range of image characteristics including luminance variations (''first-order motion'') and textural differences such as contrast variations (''second-order motion'') (e.g., Cavanagh & Mather, 1989) . Chubb and Sperling (1988) applied the term ''non-Fourier'' to second-order motion to emphasise the point that the direction of such motion is not explicitly conveyed by its Fourier power spectrum unlike first-order motion. That is, the Fourier spectra of many, though not all, secondorder motion stimuli contain no net motion energy (any they contain is equal in opposite directions). Indeed Sperling (1988, 1991) described many second-order motion stimuli of this type (e.g., a drifting modulation in the contrast of a random noise field), which they termed ''drift-balanced'' and provided formal mathematical proofs that they were also ''micro-balanced''. That is, remain drift-balanced even after any arbitrary spatiotemporal filtering by the visual system. Consequently these stimuli have proved to be invaluable for studying the underlying basis of second-order motion perception.
Using modeling techniques Johnston and colleagues (e.g., Benton, 2002; Benton, Johnston, McOwan, & Victor, 2001; Johnston, McOwan, & Benton, 1999; Johnston, McOwan, & Buxton, 1992) have shown that first-order motion and some types of second-order motion could be detected by the same (common) mechanism. However the balance of empirical evidence (e.g., for reviews see Baker, 1999; Smith, 1994; Sperling & Lu, 1998 ) overwhelmingly suggests that the two varieties of motion are each encoded, at least initially, by distinct (separate) visual mechanisms.
One line of evidence that suggests that first-order motion and second-order motion are detected by distinct visual mechanisms comes from studies that have compared threshold sensitivity for identifying the spatial form (e.g., orientation) and the direction of moving patterns. These studies have measured the minimum stimulus modulation depth (threshold amplitude) needed to identify accurately both the orientation and the drift direction of first-order motion patterns (luminance-defined, sinusoidal gratings) and second-order motion patterns (sinusoidal modulations of the contrast of a 2-d noise carrier). In the case of first-order motion stimuli it is well established that the two thresholds are the same, except at very low temporal frequencies and high spatial frequencies (e.g., Green, 1983; Watson, Thompson, Murphy, & Nachmias, 1980) . For second-order motion patterns, however, thresholds for identifying direction are typically consistently higher (by 50%) than those for orientation over a wide range of drift rates (Smith & Ledgeway, 1997 . This suggests that first-order motion and second-order motion are each encoded separately and that the mechanism that processes second-order stimuli cannot determine direction at the absolute threshold for spatial form.
This difference in thresholds has been considered a characteristic signature of second-order motion-detecting mechanisms (Ledgeway & Hess, 2002; Ledgeway & Hutchinson, 2005; Smith & Ledgeway, 1997 Smith & Scott-Samuel, 1998) and is most readily seen when dynamic visual noise is used as a carrier. Interestingly the two thresholds tend to converge (i.e., are the same as they are for first-order motion) when static noise carriers composed of relatively large (P4 arcmin) noise elements are used. This has been taken as evidence that when the contrast of a 2-d, static carrier composed of ÔlargeÕ noise elements is modulated by a drifting sinusoidal waveform, spatially extensive and persistent clusters of noise elements with the same luminance polarity in the image give rise to systematic local directional biases that are visible to conventional motion sensors (Smith & Ledgeway, 1997) .
1 The use of either static noise carriers composed of small elements (with no spatial variation in luminance within each element) or dynamic noise carriers, may minimise the presence of these potential luminance-based motion cues in second-order motion patterns.
Interestingly Benton and Johnston (1997) found no evidence for the existence of a consistent directional imbalance in the output of an (idealised) opponent motion-energy detector (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) that was applied to space-time (x-t) images representing drifting contrast modulations of noise carriers. They applied a standard energy model to 100 instantiations of contrast-modulated static and dynamic noise stimuli. The energy model utilised two quadrature pairs of x-t oriented Gabor filters which were maximally sensitive (tuned) to the same absolute spatial and temporal frequencies (matched to those of the drifting contrast waveform) but responded best to motion in opposite directions. They squared and then added the outputs within each quadrature pair to give a directionally sensitive and phase invariant measure of local motion energy. By subtracting the outputs of the two motion sensors at each point in space and each instant in time they derived a local measure of opponent motion energy. Benton and Johnston (1997) then pooled the output measures over all 100 instantiations (motion sequences) and calculated the overall mean opponent energy and standard deviation of responses. Although the mean response of the model exhibited greater variability as the size of the individual elements comprising the noise carriers increased (for both static and dynamic noise), there was no systematic net directional bias that would be indicative of the presence of a dominant luminance-based motion signal.
On the basis of their modeling results Benton and Johnston (1997) proposed an alternative explanation of why direction thresholds are typically higher than orientation thresholds for second-order motion stimuli based on the proportion of energy in the Fourier spectra of the images that contains motion direction information. They showed that dynamic noise carriers generate approximately twice as much ''motion direction noise'' as static noise carriers. The increased motion direction noise associated with a dynamic, compared with a static, 1 These stimuli are still strictly micro-balanced in that for any given instantiation the expected motion energy in opposing directions is equal when averaged across the entire spatiotemporal extent of the stimulus. However stochastic clusters of same polarity static noise elements can lead to spatially localised imbalances in motion energy in the same direction as the contrast modulation. Although previous studies have referred to such local directional biases as ''artifacts'' (e.g., Smith & Ledgeway, 1997) , they are an intrinsic property of contrastmodulated static noise patterns and so that terminology will not be adopted in the present manuscript (we thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion). noise carrier could cause increased thresholds on a direction-identification task, but may not necessarily affect performance on an orientation-identification task. Thus they claimed that differences in performance between contrast modulations of static noise and dynamic noise may reflect an interaction (a selective motion masking effect) between the nature of the threshold tasks used and the nature of the stimuli, rather than the operation of two distinct motion-detecting systems (i.e., a system responding to local, luminance motion energy and another separate motion system sensitive to drifting, second-order, contrast modulations).
However this theory fails to explain why directionidentification thresholds can be higher than thresholds for identifying orientation even when static (as opposed to dynamic) noise carriers are used, provided that the noise elements are small relative to the spatial wavelength of the contrast modulation (Smith & Ledgeway, 1997 . We have recently confirmed this important result under a range of conditions (Ledgeway & Hutchinson, 2005) and some key data from that study are replotted in Fig. 1 to illustrate this phenomenon. Hence the reason for the discrepancy between these empirical findings and the modeling results of Benton and Johnston (1997) is presently unclear, and warrants further investigation.
There are three key aspects of Benton and JohnstonÕs (1997) model implementation, however, that may have led to the inability to detect the direction of stimulus motion when static noise carriers composed of large elements were used. First, the response metric was collapsed over both the area of the x-t input images and instantiations, rather than allowing a decision to be made as regards to motion direction for each individual motion sequence. A more realistic model would need to incorporate an explicit decision stage that would determine the overall direction of each individual motion sequence. Second, the assumption that the overall mean opponent motion energy is the most appropriate measure for characterising local directional bias may not necessarily be valid (although it does establish whether the stimulus is micro-balanced or not). In a directionidentification threshold task the most visible motion components will presumably be those that reach threshold first, and thus it may be more judicious to assess the magnitude of the peak opponent motion energy in each image and use this to derive a motion direction judgement. Third, imbalances in motion energy that potentially arise due to spatial clumping of noise elements in contrast-modulated static noise carriers are by definition inherently local and may be most readily detected when motion-energy filters with a range of sizes are used. As the frequency bandwidth of any filter is inversely related to its spatiotemporal extent (the region of space and time it samples), it may be pertinent to vary the Gabor bandwidth because motion sensors with larger bandwidths may be crucially more sensitive to the presence of local, luminance-based, directional biases. Benton and Johnston (1997) did not specify the bandwidths of the spatial and temporal filters used to construct their motion-energy detectors. To address these issues contrast-modulated noise patterns were subjected to conventional motion-energy analysis but (1) a simple decision rule for assessing motion direction was implemented after the presentation of each motion sequence and this was based on (2) either the mean opponent motion energy in the stimulus (cf. Benton & Johnston, 1997) or the peak opponent energy (a ''winner-takes-all strategy''). (3) Furthermore the modelÕs direction-identification performance was measured for a range of bandwidths of its underlying spatial and temporal frequency filters.
Methods

Apparatus
Modeling was performed on an Apple Macintosh G4 computer running custom software written in the C programming language.
Input images
x-t plots representing drifting modulations of the contrast of either static or dynamic visual noise served as input images to the model (see Fig. 2 for examples). Each x-t plot was composed of a 512 · 512 square pixel array so that resolution was comparable in both dimensions. The spatial and temporal wavelengths of the contrast modulation were directly analogous to those used to obtain the empirical results shown in Figs. 1B and C and were set to 64 pixels/cycle (nominally 1 c/deg) and 75 pixels/cycle (nominally 1 Hz), respectively. The initial spatial phase of the contrast waveform was randomised for each instantiation, the modulation depth was always unity and drift direction was leftwards. The carrier was either static or dynamic noise and was composed of elements with a mean Michelson contrast of 0.15 that were either 1, 2, 4, 8 or 16 pixels in spatial extent. There was no luminance variation within each noise element and the noise was generated anew at the beginning of each motion sequence. In the case of dynamic noise a different stochastic noise sample was generated for each frame (horizontal row of pixels) of the x-t plot. For every condition to which the model was applied 100 instantiations of each stimulus were generated.
Motion-energy detectors
The motion-energy detectors were based on those of Adelson and Bergen (1985) and were constructed from two pairs of quadrature Gabor filters that were oriented in x-t as shown in Fig. 3A . The two pairs (L 1 , L 2 and R 1 , R 2 ) were identical except that they were maximally sensitive to motion in opposite directions. The preferred spatial and temporal frequencies of the Gabor filters of the model were identical to those of the sinusoidal contrast modulation in the stimulus, so as to maximise any potential detection of motion energy. In addition the spatial and temporal frequency bandwidths of the Gabor filters were systematically varied by manipulating the standard deviation (spread) of the Gaussian window function and were either 1, 2 or 4 octaves (half-height, full-width).
Applying the motion-energy model to the input images
Convolution of the input images with the model filters was carried out in the Fourier domain (see Bracewell, 1986 ) and proceeded as follows: the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of each of the 4 Gabor filters (represented as 235 · 235 pixel arrays zero padded to the same dimensions as the stimulus input image) was computed together with that of the x-t input image as depicted schematically in Fig. 3B . The transform of each filter was then multiplied (in the complex plane) component by component by the transform of the input image and the inverse FFTs computed. The resulting pair of output images obtained for each direction of motion (e.g., leftwards) were then squared and summed to compute the local motion energy in that direction at each point in space and each instant in time. The responses of motion-energy detectors tuned to opposing directions of motion were then subtracted (leftwards minus rightwards) to give a local estimate of the opponent motion energy (its sign and magnitude giving the net direction and ÔstrengthÕ of local image motion). Thus, for each x-t input image a final output image was derived which consisted of measures of opponent energy at 278 2 locations (ÔspoiledÕ image regions due to edge effects were not included as is conventional in image processing), as was also the case in the study of Benton and Johnston (1997) . 
The motion-energy model of Adelson and Bergen (1985) that was applied, in the present study, to space-time (x-t) images representing drifting modulations of noise contrast. The model utilises two pairs of x-t oriented Gabor filters in spatiotemporal quadrature (L 1 , L 2 and R 1 , R 2 ). The two pairs respond to motion in opposing directions and the outputs of each quadrature pair are squared and added to give a directionally sensitive, but phase invariant, measure of local motion energy. The responses for each direction are subtracted to derive the resultant opponent motion energy. (B) Schematic illustration of the actual sequence of operations used to subject the input images to conventional motion-energy analysis. For computational efficiency (and speed) convolution was carried out in the Fourier domain. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the input image was multiplied with the FFT of each filter. Inverse fast Fourier transforms (IFFT) were taken and the resulting pair of output images obtained for each direction (e.g., leftwards) were squared and summed to compute the motion energy in that direction. Energies in opposite directions, at each image location, were subtracted (leftwards-rightwards) to give the local opponent motion energy (its sign and magnitude indicate the net direction and ÔstrengthÕ of motion at each point in space and instant in time).
Summary statistics and decision rules for computing the dominant motion direction
Several summary statistics were computed from the opponent energy output image. The mean opponent motion energy (MOME) for each x-t plot was calculated. If the MOME was positive (indicative of leftwards motion-the same direction as the contrast modulation) a counter, which was initially set to zero at the beginning of the modeling procedure, was incremented by one by the decision rule. This procedure was repeated 100 times for each condition that was tested and an overall mean and SEM, collapsed over area and instantiation, were calculated for direct comparison to the results of Benton and Johnston (1997) . In addition the percentage of trials on which the decision rule detected a net bias in the same direction as the drifting contrast modulation was also calculated.
For each x-t image to which the model was applied, the peak opponent motion energy (POME) was also calculated for both directions of motion (i.e., the maximum when the sign of the opponent energy was positive and the absolute value of the minimum when the sign was negative). Once again a simple decision rule was applied such that if the absolute magnitude of the positive POME exceeded that of the negative POME (indicating leftwards motion-the same direction as the contrast modulation) a counter, which was set to zero at the beginning of the modeling procedure, was incremented by one. This procedure was repeated 100 times for each condition tested and the overall mean peak and SEM, collapsed over instantiation, were calculated for each direction. In addition the percentage of trials on which the POME decision rule successfully detected a net bias in the direction of the drifting contrast modulation was calculated. Fig. 4 shows the results of applying the version of the model based on computing the mean opponent motion energy (MOME) to input images composed of contrast-modulated static noise. In Fig. 4A , the overall MOME is plotted as a function of the size of the noise elements (in pixels), separately for each of the 3 frequency bandwidths used for the Gabor filters. The results are in good agreement with those of Benton and Johnston (1997) in that although increasing the noise size leads to a concomitant increase in the variability of the modelÕs output, the responses are directionally balanced such that there is no net directional bias when the mean opponent energy is considered. This was true irrespective of the bandwidth of the motion-energy detectors used. Fig. 4B shows the results of applying the decision rule based on the MOME to each of the 100 motion sequence instantiations tested in each condition. It is clear that regardless of the detector bandwidth and noise element size, the percentage of trials on which the model signals motion in the same direction as the contrast waveform was close to 50%, confirming that the average motion energy in the stimulus was equally likely to be rightwards as it was leftwards. Fig. 5 shows the results of applying the version of the model based on computing the peak opponent motion energy (POME) to input images composed of contrast-modulated static noise. In Fig. 5A the mean POME (absolute, unsigned, values are shown to aid comparison between signals corresponding to net motion leftwards and rightwards) is plotted as a function of the noise element size, separately for each Gabor filter bandwidth and direction of motion. It is apparent that the POME systematically increases as the noise size increases for all bandwidths tested and that overall its magnitude increases as filter bandwidth decreases. More importantly, for a range of noise sizes the magnitude of the POME signaling motion in the same direction as the contrast modulation (leftwards) is much greater than that for the opposite direction (rightwards).
Results
Contrast-modulated static noise
2 Crucially this effect is strongest when the Gabor filter bandwidth is 4 octaves (note that this corresponds to the most localised filter in both space and time) and when the noise elements are spatially extensive. For the condition producing the largest mean POME difference, the magnitude of the POME signaling leftwards motion is 1.6 times greater than the POME corresponding to rightwards motion.
Thus a model utilising the peak opponent motion energy in the stimulus can readily detect the direction of contrast-modulated static noise patterns, particularly when the noise size is relatively large and the underlying detection mechanisms are markedly localised in x-t. This is further supported by Fig. 5B which shows the percentage of trials on which a decision rule based on the POME signals the correct direction of secondorder motion. For the narrowest filter bandwidth the modelÕs performance is close to chance levels (50% correct) for all noise sizes. However for the 2 larger bandwidths (2 and 4 octaves) the model can correctly identify the direction of motion, but only when the noise element size exceeds about 4 pixels. Indeed under these conditions, 4-octave bandwidth detectors can sense motion in the correct direction on over 80% of the trials. Therefore whether or not contrast-modulated static noise patterns are visible to standard motion analysers depends upon the particular output response measure used (i.e., the motion-energy metric on which direction judgments are based) and the frequency bandwidths (degree of localisation in x-t) of the underlying filters. 
Contrast-modulated dynamic noise
Fig . 6 shows the results of applying the version of the model based on computing the mean opponent motion energy (MOME) to contrast-modulated dynamic noise patterns. Fig. 6A shows the overall MOME plotted as a function of noise element size, separately for each of the 3 frequency bandwidths used for the motion detectors. The results are again in good agreement with those of Benton and Johnston (1997) in that there do not appear to be any systematic biases in the measured mean opponent motion energy, under any of the conditions tested, that could be used to determine motion direction when dynamic carriers are used. This is bolstered by Fig. 6B which shows the results of applying the decision rule based on the MOME to the 100 motion sequences presented in each condition. Correct direction-identification judgments hover around 50% and never exceed chance levels at any noise size and filter bandwidth. Fig. 7 shows the results of applying the version of the model based on computing the peak opponent motion energy (POME) to input images composed of contrastmodulated dynamic noise. In Fig. 7A the output of the model based on the POME is plotted as a function of the size of the noise elements, for each Gabor filter bandwidth and direction of motion. Although the POME again systematically increases as the noise size increases for all bandwidths (and is greatest for the narrowest bandwidth filters), significantly the magnitude of the POME signaling motion in the same direction as the contrast modulation (leftwards) is always identical to that for the opposite direction (rightwards). Furthermore the percentage of trials on which the POME model encodes the correct direction of second-order motion (Fig. 7B ) also shows that performance is close to chance, for all noise sizes and filter bandwidths used. Consequently even for a model based on detecting peak, rather than mean, opponent responses there are no systematic local directional biases present in contrast-modulated dynamic noise stimuli under any of the conditions tested.
Discussion
The present modeling results are important in that they clearly demonstrate that the precise manner in which computational models of motion are implemented can determine how they respond to the patterns of motion energy present in contrast-modulated noise stimuli. For example the model utilised by Benton and Johnston (1997) employed conventional motion-energy detectors with a fixed (but unspecified) frequency bandwidth and the modelÕs performance was assessed by computing the overall mean opponent motion energy to the entire stimulus set. Additionally no explicit decision rule was applied to judge the motion direction of each individual motion sequence and thus it was not possible to determine the models efficacy at encoding direction on each presentation and compare it to psychophysical data. On the basis of their model results, Benton and Johnston (1997) concluded that Smith and Ledgeway (1997) were incorrect in suggesting that local, unbalanced, luminance-based motion signals present in contrast-modulated static noise patterns could influence direction-identification thresholds for second-order motion (even when the noise elements are very large) as there was no directional bias in the mean opponent energy output of the model. Fig. 4 with the exception that the x-t input images representing the second-order motion sequences, were composed of contrast-modulated dynamic noise. Note the change of scale of the ordinate of the graph shown in this figure (A) compared with that in Fig. 4A .
In order to explain why empirically derived direction thresholds are typically higher than orientation thresholds for second-order motion stimuli, Benton and Johnston (1997) proposed an alternative theory based on the proportion of energy in the Fourier spectra of the images that contains motion direction information. They suggested that the increased motion direction noise associated with a dynamic, compared with a static, noise carrier could selectively impair performance on a direction-identification task but may have little affect on performance for an orientation-identification task. However Benton and JohnstonÕs (1997) proposal clearly cannot account for the psychophysical results depicted in Fig. 1 , in that thresholds for identifying the orientation and the drift direction of contrast-modulated noise patterns can be very different even when static noise, albeit composed of relatively small noise elements, is used. Furthermore, if their motion noise masking explanation is correct then one might also expect direction-identification thresholds for first-order motion (sinusoidal luminance gratings) to be higher than those for orientation when a dynamic (but not a static) noise carrier is employed. This prediction is based on the not unreasonable assumption that the presence of a superimposed dynamic noise field should selectively impair direction judgments of a first-order motion stimulus too. We have recently shown that this is not the case (Ledgeway & Hutchinson, 2005) .
In the present study conventional motion-energy detectors were used and the results of Benton and Johnston (1997) were replicated when the mean opponent motion energy was utilised as the response metric to quantify performance. However this was not the case when an alternative but equally plausible output measure based on the peak local opponent energy was employed. By considering the direction information encapsulated by the peak, rather than the mean, opponent motion energy and the predominantly local nature of imbalances in motion energy that arise due to spatial clumping of noise elements in contrast-modulated static noise carriers, it was possible to readily model the empirical results. Indeed applying an explicit decision rule to judge motion direction (winner-takes-all) produced a pattern of performance that closely mirrors the psychophysical findings. When the frequency bandwidth of the filters comprising the motion detectors was relatively broad the model correctly predicted the perceived direction of contrast-defined patterns, but only when static noise carriers with relatively large elements were used. While we have not attempted to model the responses of orientation-detecting mechanisms to our input images, it is apparent that spatial clusters of noise elements of the same luminance polarity should not only give rise to local directional biases in motion energy but also analogous biases in the orientation domain when spatially 2-d carriers are used. Empirical results such as those outlined in Fig. 1 clearly suggest that this is indeed the case. When the carrier is static (especially, but not exclusively, when there is a spatial variation in luminance within each noise element) and the noise element size is progressively increased, thresholds for orientation and direction both fall to some extent as they converge. This is precisely the pattern of performance expected if contrast-modulated static noise patterns composed of relatively large elements are encoded using the same mechanisms that respond to first-order motion stimuli. This is because absolute sensitivity to drifting luminance variations is much greater than to comparable contrast modulations (e.g., Smith, Hess, & Baker, 1994) and identification thresholds for direction and spatial form are convergent when first-order motion stimuli are employed (Ledgeway & Hutchinson, 2005) . Although explicit modeling of orientation sensors is beyond the scope of the present study, to account for the convergence of the two thresholds one would simply have to assume that responses to local directional and orientation imbalances arising from stochastic clustering of static noise elements is similar in each case.
The current findings also bear upon models that suggest that the detection of second-order motion has a similar underlying basis to that proposed for first-order motion but that each is encoded, at least initially, by distinct mechanisms. These models typically assume that some form of non-linear processing prior to motion analysis is necessary to encode the direction of second-order motion patterns (e.g., Chubb & Sperling, 1988 , 1991 . For example Wilson, Ferrera, and Yo (1992) propose that second-order motion is extracted by a specialised processing pathway that utilises the ubiquitous ''filterrectify-filter'' (FRF) principle. Specifically the retinal image is convolved with an array of spatial-frequency-selective filters, subjected to a non-linearity (e.g., rectification) and then motion-energy detection at a lower spatial frequency. Interestingly the results of the present study show that with a micro-balanced second-order motion stimulus, a simple energy model can show biases in output at the motion opponent stage if a non-linear decision mechanism (i.e., the POME decision rule) is applied. This adds to the growing body of evidence showing that particular implementations of standard motion models can ''see'' some (but not all) second-order stimuli without appealing to a FRF front end. Nonetheless the inclusion of a gross non-linearity, implemented in either the decision rules or in pre-decision processing, appears to be the key common characteristic by which sensitivity to second-order motion emerges within these models.
However it is important to emphasise that we are not proposing the POME model as a general alternative to FRF models of second-order motion processing. Indeed one major limitation of the POME model as a candidate generic mechanism for encoding second-order motion stimuli is that, unlike models based upon FRF, it is insensitive to the direction of contrast-modulated dynamic noise patterns. On the other hand FRF theories of motion perception could potentially encode a diverse range of second-order motion stimuli. All that is required is for the first stage filters to respond in a differential manner (i.e., to be selectively sensitive or tuned) to the local texture differences (e.g., in contrast, orientation or flicker rate) that carrying that motion. For example consider an image in which the flicker rate of a random noise field is modulated by a drifting sinusoidal profile. If the image is convolved with an array of linear temporal filters that tile visual space, the resulting activity in the filters will vary across space at the same spatial frequency as the modulation in flicker rate. If the outputs of the filters are then rectified this spatial variation in filter outputs will be converted into a neural signal, with the same periodicity as the original flicker modulation, which could then be analysed by a motion detector. Furthermore the sequence of operations embodied in FRF models is consistent with the properties of some visual neurones in mammalian cortex that are responsive to contrast-defined, second-order motion patterns (e.g., Ledgeway, Zhan, Johnson, Song, & Baker, 2005; Zhou & Baker, 1993 , 1994 .
The primary significance of the POME model in the context of the current study is that it serves to illustrate the point that the manner in which the outputs of motion-energy sensors (originally proposed to account for the detection of first-order motion) are combined or compared is crucial in determining the kinds of motion stimuli to which they respond. While the most appropriate manner in which to derive an estimate of the overall image motion from a population of local detectors is still unresolved, it is worth noting that several other authors have also previously considered a winner-takes-all strategy based on selecting the peak (maximum output) of a distribution of responses that has much in common with the POME model (e.g., Heeger, 1987; van Santen & Sperling, 1984; Wilson et al., 1992) . Although psychophysical evidence on this issue is equivocal the processes that serve to integrate local direction signals do not necessarily implement a strict averaging strategy (e.g., simple vector summation). The perceived direction of global motion of a display composed of multiple moving dots can be biased, to some extent, towards the strongest directional signal (indicative of a winner-takes-all type strategy based on the mode) and away from the mean when the distribution of dot directions is skewed asymmetrically (Zohary, Scase, & Braddick, 1996) . Furthermore it is not necessary to assume that the ''winnerÕs'' response must propagate throughout the entire stimulus to invoke a global motion percept, since it is well established that human observers can simultaneously encode the overall global direction of image motion whilst being aware of local motion signals that do not necessarily conform to that direction (Braddick, 1997; Watamaniuk & McKee, 1998; Williams & Sekuler, 1984) . In terms of physiology Salzman and Newsome (1994) have also provided evidence for a winner-takes-all process in the behaviour of primates who viewed a stimulus moving in one direction whilst simultaneously receiving electrical microstimulation of cells in area V5 that preferred a different direction. The primateÕs responses corresponded to either the stimulus direction or the electrically stimulated direction rather than a compound (e.g., vector summation) of the two competing neuronal motion signals. Thus the model based on the POME decision rule is not inconsistent with previous model formulations and receives at least some support from the limited empirical evidence available.
In conclusion, some second-order motion patterns can give rise to systematic directional biases in motion energy that are visible to standard models of local motion detection. Benton (2004) recently arrived at a similar conclusion using both a motion-energy model and a gradient model. Following the computation of local direction the outputs of the models were subjected to two additional processing stages. In the first stage the local opponent motion was calculated for each image location and at each point in time (cf. Benton & Johnston, 1997) . The output at this stage did not show a net directional bias in response to second-order motion patterns (contrast-modulated static noise) when a global direction index based on the pooled opponent responses was considered. In the second, contrast-normalisation stage the motion-opponent output was then divided by a measure of the static image structure (''static energy'') so that the final output was not contrast dependent. Interestingly at this second stage there was a strong output bias, indicating the correct direction of second-order motion. However this sequence of operations is considerably more complex and speculative than that undertaken in the current study, in that the former requires an additional, intrinsically non-linear, contrastnormalisation process after the local opponent motion signals have been computed. Although Georgeson and Scott-Samuel (1999) provide psychophysical evidence that contrast normalisation may precede decision making regarding the direction of image motion, the adequacy and the parsimony of the current model (based on a straightforward analysis of the peak opponent energy in the stimulus), suggests that it may not be strictly necessary to encode the direction of some second-order motion patterns.
